Where To Download Coercion

Coercion
Presents a fundamental reassessment of the
nature of wage labor in the nineteenth
century.
Brings the themes of much contemporary
work in political philosophy to bear on
concrete questions of social policy. The author
concludes by arguing that his theory of rights
and coercion requires us to adopt a
fundamentally retributive theory of
punishment.
This volume evaluates the impact of coercive
arms control efforts to curb the spread of
weapons of mass destruction in the twentyfirst century. A new paradigm in arms control
is gradually replacing the idea that mutually
agreed restrictions on armaments can
improve international security. Thus, Hedley
Bull’s classic definition of arms control as the
"cooperation between antagonistic pairs of
states in military affairs" needs to be
amended by a new notion of coercive arms
control as the set of non-cooperative and nonreciprocal measures to restrict the weapons or
military capabilities of certain states. This
volume addresses the topic of how this
ongoing paradigmatic shift will affect the
effectiveness of arms control as a conflict
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management instrument.While some argue
that new instruments can complement and
strengthen traditional, multilateral and
inclusive arms control regimes, others
maintain that conflicts and contradictions
between coercive and cooperative arms
control regimes will severely limit their
effectiveness. This volume provides a forum
for academics and practitioners from around
the globe to discuss these developments in
depth and to assess the specific strengths and
weaknesses of these new instruments of arms
control. This book will be of much interest to
students of arms control, global governance,
foreign policy and IR/Security Studies in
general.
This book examines why some attempts to
strong-arm an adversary work while others do
not.
The Coercion: A Corporate War ... Gone Ugly
Social Control on Spain's North American
Frontiers
Coercion, Capital and European States
Communication Research & Psychological
Warfare, 1945–1960
Gender, Agency, and Coercion
The Role of Coercion in Clinical Practice
Military Coercion and US Foreign PolicyThe Use of Force
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Short of WarRoutledge
The view that persons are entitled to respect because of their
moral agency is commonplace in contemporary moral
theory. What exactly this respect entails, however, is far less
uncontroversial. In this book, Van der Rijt argues
powerfully that this respect for persons’ moral agency must
also encompass respect for their subjective moral judgments
– even when these judgments can be shown to be
fundamentally flawed. Van der Rijt scrutinises the role
persons’ subjective moral judgments play within the context
of coercion and domination. His fresh, original analysis of
Kant’s third formulation of the Categorical Imperative
reveals how these judgments are intimately connected to a
person’s dignity. The result is an insightful new account of
coercion, a novel Kantian reformulation of the republican
notion of non-domination and a compelling, innovative
argument in favour of retributive justice. "In this admirably
clear and insightful work, Van der Rijt develops an original
account of coercion and dignity. On the basis of his analysis
of the relation between these two concepts, he also provides
an intriguing new angle on the nature of republicanism. I
recommend this book to anyone interested in freedom and
power and their roles in normative political theory." Ian
Carter - University of Pavia "In this carefully argued and
original study Jan-Willem van der Rijt offers an analysis of
coercion, a broadly Kantian argument that coercion is an
affront to dignity, and an illuminating contrast with Philip
Pettit's republicanism. A most welcome contribution."
Thomas E. Hill, Jr. - University of North Carolina at
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Chapel Hill "Jan-Willem van der Rijt has written a well
argued, original book that will prove to be extremely helpful
for the philosophical inquiry of the relationship between
coercion and human dignity as well as for the assessment of
republicanism and its consequences." Ralf Stoecker University of Potsdam
In Coercion and Responsibility in Islam, Mairaj Syed
explores how classical Muslim theologians and jurists from
four intellectual traditions argue about the thorny issues that
coercion raises about responsibility for one's action. This is
done by assessing four ethical problems: whether the
absence of coercion or compulsion is a condition for moral
agency; how the law ought to define what is coercive;
coercion's effect on the legal validity of speech acts; and its
effects on moral and legal responsibility in the cases of rape
and murder. Through a comparative and historical
examination of these ethical problems, the book
demonstrates the usefulness of a new model for analyzing
ethical thought produced by intellectuals working within
traditions in a competitive pluralistic environment. The book
compares classical Muslim thought on coercion with that of
modern Western thinkers on these issues and finds
significant parallels between them. The finding suggests that
a fruitful starting point for comparative ethical inquiry,
especially inquiry aimed at the discovery of common ground
for ethical action, may be found in an examination of how
ethicists from different traditions considered concrete
problems.
Suggests that traditional coercive management in schools be
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replaced by a system that brings together students and staff.
Cults
Rights and Wrongs
The Importance of Assent
Coercion and Caregiving in America
Intimate Coercion
The Quality School
American Foreign Policy and the Limits of Military Might
*Winner of an honorable mention from
theSociety for Social Work and
ResearchforOutstanding Social Work Book
AwardMad Science argues that the fundamental
claims of modern American psychiatry are
based on misconceived, flawed, and distorted
science. The authors address multiple
paradoxes in American mental health research,
including the remaking of coercion into
scientific psychiatric treatment, the
adoption of an unscientific diagnostic system
that controls the distribution of services,
and how drug treatments have failed to
improve the mental health outcome.When it
comes to understanding and treating mental
illness, distortions of research are not
rare, misinterpretation of data is not
isolated, and bogus claims of success are not
voiced by isolated researchers seeking
aggrandizement. This book's detailed analysis
of coercion and community treatment,
diagnosis, and psychopharmacology reveals
that these characteristics are endemic,
institutional, and protected in psychiatry.
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They are not just bad science, but mad
science.This book provides an engaging and
readable scientific and social critique of
current mental health practices. The authors
are scholars, researchers, and clinicians who
have written extensively about community
care, diagnosis, and psychoactive drugs. This
paperback edition makes Mad Science
accessible to all specialists in the field as
well as to the informed public.
This book provides the first systematic
examination of the relationship of hegemony
and power. Nine essays delve into the diverse
analytical aspects of the two concepts, and
an introduction and conclusion by the
editors, respectively, forge a synthesis of
their theoretical coherence.
What role does coercion play in psychiatric
treatment? Does it increase or decrease the
chances for successful outcome? Forced Into
Treatment discusses various aspects of
coercion ranging from the role of coercion in
initiation psychiatric treatment to its
effect on treatment process and outcome. The
book demonstrated that a patient who is
appropriately forced into treatment can more
from initial defiance, through reluctant
compliance, to a successful therapeutic
alliance and a successful outcome. In
addition, Forced Into Treatment addresses the
role of coercion, power, and authority in
socializing children the use of coercive
social pressure as a motivation to seek help
the effects of court-ordered treatment for
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people who have refused psychiatric help the
historical and legal aspects regarding
coercive treatment
The United States faces a growing crisis in
care. The number of people needing care is
growing while the ranks of traditional
caregivers have shrunk. The status of care
workers is a critical concern. Evelyn Nakano
Glenn offers an innovative interpretation of
care labor in the United States by tracing
the roots of inequity along two
interconnected strands: unpaid caring within
the family; and slavery, indenture, and other
forms of coerced labor. By bringing both into
the same analytic framework, she provides a
convincing explanation of the devaluation of
care work and the exclusion of both unpaid
and paid care workers from critical rights
such as minimum wage, retirement benefits,
and workers' compensation. Glenn reveals how
assumptions about gender, family, home,
civilization, and citizenship have shaped the
development of care labor and been
incorporated into law and social policies.
She exposes the underlying systems of control
that have resulted in womenÑespecially
immigrants and women of colorÑperforming a
disproportionate share of caring labor.
Finally, she examines strategies for
improving the situation of unpaid family
caregivers and paid home healthcare workers.
This important and timely book illuminates
the source of contradictions between American
beliefs about the value and importance of
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caring in a good society and the exploitation
and devalued status of those who actually do
the caring.
Military Coercion and US Foreign Policy
Forced to Care
Coercion, Contract, and Free Labor in the
Nineteenth Century
Coercion, Freedom, and Exploitation
Science of Coercion
A Nonevaluative Approach
Bombing to Win

"Choice, Persuasion, and Coercion" brings together
twelve original essays on Spains presence in North
America to understand the circumstances and
application of social control. Social control refers to the
use of coercion particularly in response to what
dominant groups consider deviant behavior among
subordinates. Spain attempted to maintain control of
vast areas through persuasion, coercion, or
indoctrination to make subordinates accept colonial
government and behave according to Spanish
expectations. This volume considers how Spains
monarchs faced competing economic, political, and
racial interests. In the New World, others besides the
rulers, authorities, and elites sought to effect social
control. Ethnic groups and socio-economic classes
within colonial communities also exercised control
within their own circles. Institutions including the
Church, schools, fraternal organizations, and families
labored to teach their members to understand their place
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in society. An examination of social control mechanisms
shows how groups and individuals, including native
peoples, formed and understood their options in
response to colonial rule. These essays seek to
understand how people negotiated their relationships
with the Spanish state and institutions, and with each
other, while conceiving of the frontier region as an
incubator of cultural and economic interactions ranging
from acceptance to rejection of European norms, often
altering those norms in the process. "Published in
cooperation with the Clements Center for Southwest
Studies, Southern Methodist University"Contributors:
Juliana Barr is assistant professor atthe University of
Florida. Susan M. Deeds is professor of history at
Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff. Jos Cuello
directed the Center for Chicano-Boricua Studies at
Wayne State University in Detroit from 1989 through
2001. Gilbert C. Din is professor emeritus, Fort Lewis
College, Durango, Colorado. Alfredo Jimnez is professor
emeritus in the department of American History,
Universidad de Sevilla. Jane Landers is associate dean
of the College of Arts & Science, and associate professor
of history at Vanderbilt University Patricia Osante is a
researcher in the Historical Institute of Research and
coordinates the Northern Mexican History Seminar at
the same university. Cynthia Radding is Director of the
Latin American and Iberian Institute at the University of
New Mexico. James A. Sandos is Farquhar Professor of
the Southwest at the University of Redlands in southern
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California. Cecilia Sheridan Prieto works as researcher
in the Saltillo, Coahuila, branch of the Centro de
Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropologa
Social.
Argues that bosses, so-called experts, and authorities
real and imaginary have taken over much of the decisionmaking power in our lives, and explains how the new
technolgies and media innovations are being co-opted to
shape our world and to damage individual initiative.
22,500 first printing.
Fifteen years of research inform this study of cults and
cult behavior, an analysis that explores the psychology
of cult member's minds, how cults operate, and the
development of several specific cults
In this book an attempt is made to provide rigorous,
systematically interrelated analyses of three fundamental
concepts in politcal theory: coercion, freedom, and
exploitation. In particular, it is argued that while
exploitation has an ineliminable normative dimension,
coercion and freedom are best explicated in purely
descriptive terms. The resulting conceptual framework is
intended to facilitate the clear and efficient expression of
substantive issues in political theory.
Nuclear Weapons and Coercive Diplomacy
Progress Through Coercion in Russia
Forced Into Treatment
Psychiatric Coercion, Diagnosis, and Drugs
The Dynamics of Coercion
Philosophical Foundations, Issues, and Practices
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The Use of Force Short of War
The use of force and coercion to settle
disputes between nations is a central
problem of our time. Martin Patchen
considers the circumstances that lead nations
to use coercive means in disputes with other
nations and also examines the effectiveness
of other means of resolving international
disputes. Patchen examines conflict and
cooperation as general social processes and
builds on previous work to present an overall
theoretical framework that encompasses the
conflict situation, perceptions of the
adversary, decision-making, bargaining, and
interaction and influence sequences.
Sexual Coercion in Dating Relationships
represents the next generation of research in
the area of sexual coercion. This collection of
critical analyses of current research and
possible directions for future research
benefits all researchers, counselors, and
educators who need to thoroughly
understand research efforts in this field. The
clear analyses allow readers to evaluate
critical issues and progress in the field to
date. Outside of research and feminist
communities, sexual coercion is frequently
minimized and too often stereotyped. The
words “sexual coercion” (synonyms with
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“sexual aggression” and “sexual assault”)
conjure in the minds of many the image of a
deranged man attacking a woman stranger in
a dark place where she should know better
than to be walking alone. This and other
stereotypes are challenged by the authors of
Sexual Coercion in the Dating Relationship.
The chapters examine other important issues
that have yet received little research
attention. For example, one author tests the
empirical assumptions inherent in a
prominent theory about the causes of sexual
coercion. Some of the authors challenge the
assumption that only women are pressured
or forced to engage in unwanted or
nonconsensual sex. Other authors address
issues related to the prevention of sexual
coercion of women and challenge current
conceptions of women's sexuality. Still others
identify methodological problems related to
research on sexual coercion, such as current
methods of identifying attitudes supportive
of the use of sexual coercion. All of the
chapters challenge current beliefs related to
the issue of sexual coercion and are designed
to spur researchers and educators forward
into new ground. With the publication of this
book, readers are forced to re-think their
assumptions on sexual coercion with the new
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statistics and research on these topics:
evaluates of a prominent theory of the
causes of sexual coercion (the traditional
script) examines men's and women's use of
sexual influence in their dating relationships,
the types of behavior men and women use to
influence their partners to engage in
unwanted sex, and the associated
consequences for the individuals and the
relationship compares men's and women's
reactions to sexual coercion presents a model
to predict women's resistance and evaluates
effective, practical measures of prevention
for women evaluates attitudes-toward-rape
literature and the predictive ability of
assessing attitudes critical reviews of current
conceptions of women's sexuality and the
need to restructure culturally endorsed
attitudes in our prevention efforts reviews
methodological problems plaguing many
current research investigations and the
political ramifications of many investigations
in this area Because this book presents
information related to the prevention and
experience of sexual coercion, Sexual
Coercion in Dating Relationships is helpful in
developing long-term research and
preventive programs. This sourcebook also
helps researchers, expert witnesses,
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counselors (especially college support staff),
and college and university educators provide
information to students and others about
sexual coercion.
Intimate Coercion: Recognition and Recovery
explores the causes and impact of coercion
on intimate others. A new approach to
therapy is included, along with a coercion
climate map to assist with the transformation
of coerced individuals./span
This exciting and psychologically penetrating
account of the life and rule of Russia's
eighteenth-century tsar-reformer develops an
important theme. What happens when the
drive for "progress" is linked to an autocratic,
expansionist impulse rather than a larger
goal of human emancipation? What was the
price of power - for Russia, and for Peter
himself? Evgenii V. Anisimov's provocative
history of Peter thus asks important
questions with special resonance today.
Coercion, Punishment, and the State
The Reforms of Peter the Great
Coercion and the Nature of Law
The Power to Hurt in International Politics
Why Weak States Resist the United States
Coercion, Survival, and War
Coercion Or Conciliation?
Drawing on recent feminist discussions, this
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collection critically reassesses ideas about
agency, exploring the relationship between
agency and coercion in greater depth and
across a range of disciplinary perspectives
and ethical contexts.
Coercion, it seems, like poverty and prejudice,
has always been with us. Political thinkers and
philosophers have been arguing its more
direct and personal consequences for
centuries. Today, at a point in history marked
by dramatic changes and challenges to the
existing military, political, and social order,
coercion is more at the forefront of political
activity than ever before. While the modern
state has no doubt freed man from some of
the forms of coercion by which he has
traditionally been plagued, we hear now from
all sectors of society complaints about
systematic coerciveness-not only on the
national and international levels, but on the
individual level as well.
Wertheimer attempts to move beyond
previous theories of coercion by conducting a
fairly extensive survey of the way in which
cases involving coercion have been treated by
American courts. This impressive project
occupies the first half of the book, where he
makes a convincing case that there is a fairly
unified 'theory of coercion' at work in
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adjudication, past and present. This legal
theory, however, is not entirely adequate for
the purposes of social and political
philosophy, and the last half of the book
develops Wertheimer's more comprehensive
philosophical theory. Originally published in
1988. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the
latest print-on-demand technology to again
make available previously out-of-print books
from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton
Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to
the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by Princeton
University Press since its founding in 1905.
From Iraq to Bosnia to North Korea, the first
question in American foreign policy debates is
increasingly: Can air power alone do the job?
Robert A. Pape provides a systematic answer.
Analyzing the results of over thirty air
campaigns, including a detailed
reconstruction of the Gulf War, he argues that
the key to success is attacking the enemy's
military strategy, not its economy, people, or
leaders. Coercive air power can succeed, but
not as cheaply as air enthusiasts would like to
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believe. Pape examines the air raids on
Germany, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, and Iraq as
well as those of Israel versus Egypt, providing
details of bombing and governmental decision
making. His detailed narratives of the
strategic effectiveness of bombing range from
the classical cases of World War II to an
extraordinary reconstruction of airpower use
in the Gulf War, based on recently declassified
documents. In this now-classic work of the
theory and practice of airpower and its
political effects, Robert A. Pape helps military
strategists and policy makers judge the
purpose of various air strategies, and helps
general readers understand the policy
debates.
Resolving Disputes Between Nations
Consensus and Coercion in Contemporary
Politics
Faith, Healing, and Coercion
The Public Uses of Coercion and Force
A Study in Ethics and Law
Air Power and Coercion in War
Coercion
Two of India’s largest e-commerce corporates … on the brink
of bankruptcy One investment fund … who holds the key to
saving only one of them in a completely dried out market A
corporate spy … with a sinister plan to influence this
investment decision A seductress … willing to go to any
extent to save her client and
destroy its rival Experience the
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story of Amaan Sayyed, coming out of retirement after the
events of ‘The Celeritas Files’, and returning to the world of
corporate intelligence while becoming a key player in, what
could be termed as the ugliest corporate war in Indian history
… only this time, he faces a powerful adversary who would
stop at nothing to bring him down. A tale of treachery and
deceit … where the darkness of monetary greed engulfs
every bit of the human soul … where the sound of the
conscience is muffled by the desire for professional success
… Praise For The Celeritas Files by Ishan Majumdar “A
Thrilling Corporate Ride” – The News Now “This book is
totally riveting and different from the regular books with a
strong story, gripping narration, and unpredictable twist.” –
Halo of Books “This book will make you to finish it in one go
and summarize the dark side of the corporate world with the
right mirror” – Reach Through Words
Few subjects in contemporary philosophical and political
debate are more cloaked in ambiguity than the issue of
coercion -- whether on an individual or global scale or in
areas as diverse as family relations, employment, and
international finance. In this first full-length treatment of the
topic, Professor Rosenbaum carefully reviews previous
thinking on this question and develops a persuasive original
theory focusing on the conceptual relationship between
human social autonomy and coercion.
The Kantian project of achieving perpetual peace among
states seems (at best) an unfulfilled hope. Modern states'
authority claims and their exercise of power and sovereignty
span a spectrum: from the most stringently and explicitly
codified-the constitutional level-to the most fluid and turbulentacts of war. The Public Uses of Coercion and Force
investigates both these individual extremes and also their
relationship. Using Arthur Ripstein's recent work Kant and the
Law of War as a focal point,
this book explores this
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connection through the lens of the (just) war theory and its
relationship to the law. The Public Uses of Coercion and
Force asks many key questions: what, if any, are the
normatively salient differences between states' internal
coercion and the external use of force? Is it possible to isolate
the constitutional level from other aspects of the state's
coercive reach? How could that be done while also
guaranteeing a robust conception of human rights and
adherence to the rule of law? With individual replies by
Ripstein to chapters, this book will be of interest to students
and academics of constitutional law, justice, philosophy of
law, criminal law theory, and political science.
The phone rings and the offer is made, leaving you only
seconds to decide. Betray your country, or watch your family
drop dead before your eyes. After the Iron Curtain's collapse,
Russia appears to be finished as a superpower. But KGB
general Vasily Karpov is secretly working to restore Russia's
superpower status by forcing Americans into traitorous acts of
espionage and sabotage, thanks to a new secret weapon.
Meanwhile, his biggest target is within Russia, where Karpov
is plotting to capture the Kremlin for himself. Former US
soldier and spy Alex Ferris becomes the first to fathom
Karpov's grand plans. Racing from San Francisco to Siberia,
Alex must elude ambushes, assassins, and death from
exposure as he wages a one-man war against a growing
global threat and the resurgence of the Soviet Union.
Coercion and Autonomy
Coercion and the State
Arms Control in the 21st Century
A Theory of Coercion and Dignity
Hegemony and Power
Mad Science
Recognition and Recovery
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In this book, Rhodes provides a nonevaluative
account of coercion. He begins with a
thorough discussion of the charge that
coercion is an essentially contested concept.
He argues that effective communication of
regulations pertaining to human conduct
requires a basic level of clarity as to the kind
of conduct being regulated. Accordingly, he
argues that before we prescribe or proscribe
conduct, we should describe it. In short, he
maintains that wherever possible description
should precede prescription and proscription.
Rhodes begins his descriptive project by
providing a fundamental account of human
motivation. Upon this foundation he supports
his distinctions between threats, offers,
throffers, and neutral proposals. He argues
that all coercion claims can be understood in
light of these components. He applies this
analysis to three prominent accounts of
coercion as advanced by F.A. Hayek, Harry
Frankfurt, and Robert Nozick. After
comparing and contrasting these views,
Rhodes provides his own account. Rhodes's
account is based upon the identification of
what he refers to as perceived-threatavoidance-behavior as a necessary condition
for coercion. As a descriptive, or
nonevaluative, account, Rhodes is able to
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identify coercion independent from normative
judgments. He argues that it is not the
wrongfulness of some conduct that makes it
coercion, instead, it is the coerciveness of
some conduct that makes it wrong. Unique to
Rhodes's account, coercion is not necessarily
wrong. As a descriptive account, his view
permits an independent analysis of the moral
status of an act of coercion. The book
concludes with a discussion of the
normatively significant variables of a coercion
claim.
In this pathbreaking work, now available in
paperback, Charles Tilly challenges all
previous formulations of state development in
Europe. Specifically, Tilly charges that most
available explanations fail because they do
not account for the great variety of kinds of
states which were viable at different stages of
European history, and because they assume a
unilinear path of state development resolving
in today's national state.
At first glance, the U.S. decision to escalate
the war in Vietnam in the mid-1960s, China's
position on North Korea's nuclear program in
the late 1990s and early 2000s, and the EU
resolution to lift what remained of the arms
embargo against Libya in the mid-2000s
would appear to share little in common. Yet
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each of these seemingly unconnected and farreaching foreign policy decisions resulted at
least in part from the exercise of a unique
kind of coercion, one predicated on the
intentional creation, manipulation, and
exploitation of real or threatened mass
population movements. In Weapons of Mass
Migration, Kelly M. Greenhill offers the first
systematic examination of this widely
deployed but largely unrecognized instrument
of state influence. She shows both how often
this unorthodox brand of coercion has been
attempted (more than fifty times in the last
half century) and how successful it has been
(well over half the time). She also tackles the
questions of who employs this policy tool, to
what ends, and how and why it ever works.
Coercers aim to affect target states' behavior
by exploiting the existence of competing
political interests and groups, Greenhill
argues, and by manipulating the costs or risks
imposed on target state populations. This
"coercion by punishment" strategy can be
effected in two ways: the first relies on
straightforward threats to overwhelm a
target's capacity to accommodate a refugee or
migrant influx; the second, on a kind of
norms-enhanced political blackmail that
exploits the existence of legal and normative
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commitments to those fleeing violence,
persecution, or privation. The theory is
further illustrated and tested in a variety of
case studies from Europe, East Asia, and
North America. To help potential targets
better respond to-and protect themselves
against-this kind of unconventional
predation, Weapons of Mass Migration also
offers practicable policy recommendations for
scholars, government officials, and anyone
concerned about the true victims of this kind
of coercion—the displaced themselves.
Are nuclear weapons useful for coercive
diplomacy? Since 1945, most strategic
thinking about nuclear weapons has focused
on deterrence - using nuclear threats to
prevent attacks against the nation's territory
and interests. But an often overlooked
question is whether nuclear threats can also
coerce adversaries to relinquish possessions
or change their behavior. Can nuclear
weapons be used to blackmail other
countries? The prevailing wisdom is that
nuclear weapons are useful for coercion, but
this book shows that this view is badly
misguided. Nuclear weapons are useful
mainly for deterrence and self-defense, not
for coercion. The authors evaluate the role of
nuclear weapons in several foreign policy
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contexts and present a trove of new
quantitative and historical evidence that
nuclear weapons do not help countries
achieve better results in coercive diplomacy.
The evidence is clear: the benefits of
possessing nuclear weapons are almost
exclusively defensive, not offensive.
Weapons of Mass Migration
Sexual Coercion in Dating Relationships
Forced Displacement, Coercion, and Foreign
Policy
Why We Listen to What "They" Say
Coercion and Its Fallout
Between Coercion and Cooperation
Why We Listen to what "they" Say
In asymmetric interstate conflicts, great powers
have the capability to coerce weak states by
threatening their survival̶but not vice versa. It is
therefore the great power that decides whether to
escalate a conflict into a crisis by adopting a
coercive strategy. In practice, however, the coercive
strategies of the U.S. have frequently failed. In
Coercion, Survival and War Phil Haun chronicles 30
asymmetric interstate crises involving the US from
1918 to 2003. The U.S. chose coercive strategies in
23 of these cases, but coercion failed half of the
time: most often because the more powerful U.S.
made demands that threatened the very survival of
the weak state, causing it to resist as long as it had
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the means to do so. It is an unfortunate paradox
Haun notes that, where the U.S. may prefer brute
force to coercion, these power asymmetries may
well lead it to first attempt coercive strategies that
are expected to fail in order to justify the war it
desires. He concludes that, when coercion is
preferred to brute force there are clear limits as to
what can be demanded. In such cases, he suggests,
U.S. policymakers can improve the chances of
success by matching appropriate threats to
demands, by including other great powers in the
coercive process, and by reducing a weak state
leader's reputational costs by giving him or her facesaving options.
A provocative and eye-opening study of the
essential role the US military and the Central
Intelligence Agency played in the advancement of
communication studies during the Cold War era,
now with a new introduction by Robert W.
McChesney and a new preface by the author Since
the mid-twentieth century, the great advances in our
knowledge about the most effective methods of
mass communication and persuasion have been
visible in a wide range of professional fields,
including journalism, marketing, public relations,
interrogation, and public opinion studies. However,
the birth of the modern science of mass
communication had surprising and somewhat
troubling midwives: the military and covert
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intelligence arms of the US government. In this
fascinating study, author Christopher Simpson uses
long-classified documents from the Pentagon, the
CIA, and other national security agencies to
demonstrate how this seemingly benign social
science grew directly out of secret governmentfunded research into psychological warfare. It
reveals that many of the most respected pioneers in
the field of communication science were knowingly
complicit in America s Cold War efforts, regardless
of their personal politics or individual moralities,
and that their findings on mass communication
were eventually employed for the purposes of
propaganda, subversion, intimidation, and
counterinsurgency. An important, thoughtprovoking work, Science of Coercion shines a
blazing light into a hitherto remote and shadowy
corner of Cold War history.
A signal feature of legal and political institutions is
that they exercise coercive power. The essays in this
volume examine institutional coercion with the aim
of trying to understand its nature, justification and
limits. Included are essays that take a fresh look at
perennial questions. Leading scholars from
philosophy, political science and law examine these
and related questions shedding new light on an
apparently inescapable feature of political and legal
life: Coercion.
"A state's power to compel or deter other states to
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either act or refrain from acting has been a
foundational source of world politics since the time
of Thucydides. Yet the specific features of
deterrence and compellence constantly change in
accordance with historical development. In our own
lifetimes, for instance, the rising significance of nonstate actors and the increasing influence of regional
powers have dramatically transformed international
politics since the height of the Cold War. Yet much
of the existing literature on deterrence and
compellence continues to draw, whether implicitly
or explicitly, upon assumptions and precepts
formulated in a state-centric, bipolar world.
Although contemporary coercion frequently
features multiple coercers targeting state and nonstate adversaries with non-military instruments of
persuasion, most literature on coercion still focuses
primarily on cases where a single state is trying to
coerce another single state via traditional military
means. In The Power to Hurt, the leading
international relations scholars Kelly M. Greenhill
and Peter Krause have gathered together an
eminent cast of contributors (e.g., Bob Art, Dan
Drezner, Alex Downes, Erik Gartzke, and others) to
produce what promises to be a field-shaping work
on one of IR's most essential subjects: coercion,
whether in the form of compellence, deterrence, or
a mix of the two. The volume moves beyond these
traditional premises and examines the critical issue
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of coercion in the 21st century, capturing fresh
theoretical and policy relevant developments and
drawing upon data and cases from across time and
around the globe" -AD 990 - 1992
Managing Students Without Coercion
Coercion and Responsibility in Islam
From Constitutionalism to War
Choice, Persuasion, and Coercion
The Coercion Thesis has been a subject of longstanding
debate, but legal positivist scholarship over the last
several decades has concluded that coercion is not
necessary for law. Coercion and the Nature of Law is
concerned with reviving the Coercion Thesis, presenting
a strong case for the inherently coercive nature of legal
regulation, and arguing that anything properly
characterized as a legal system must back legal norms
prohibiting breaches of the peace with the threat of a
coercive sanction. Himma presents the argument that
people are self-interested beings who must compete in a
world of scarcity for everything they need to survive and
thrive. The need to compete for resources naturally leads
to conflict that can breach the peace, and threatens the
ability to live together in a community and reap the social
benefits of cooperation. Law only functions as a system
if it can maintain the peace enough for community to
continue, and thus systems of law cannot succeed in
doing anything that we want systems of law to do unless
they back laws prohibiting violent assaults on persons or
property with the threat of punishment; without
sanctions, we would descend into something resembling
a condition of war-of-all-against-all. We adopt coercive
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systems of regulation precisely to avoid having to live
under such conditions. The book is divided into three
parts: (1) a prima facie logical-empirical case for the
Coercion Thesis, (2) a study of the "society of angels"
and international law counterexamples, and why they do
not refute the thesis, and (3) an analysis of how law
guides behaviour and the implications of the Coercion
Thesis on reasons for action. Going against the current
conventional wisdom in legal philosophy, Himma makes
a systematic defence of the Coercion Thesis arguing that
coercion or enforcement mechanisms are not only a
necessary feature of legal systems, but a conceptually
necessary feature of legal systems.
Noted media pundit and author of Playing the Future
Douglas Rushkoff gives a devastating critique of the
influence techniques behind our culture of rampant
consumerism. With a skilled analysis of how experts in
the fields of marketing, advertising, retail atmospherics,
and hand-selling attempt to take away our ability to make
rational decisions, Rushkoff delivers a bracing account
of media ecology today, consumerism in America, and
why we buy what we buy, helping us recognize when
we're being treated like consumers instead of human
beings.
This book examines the use of military force as a
coercive tool by the United States, using lessons drawn
from the post-Cold War era (1991–2018). The volume
reveals that despite its status as sole superpower during
the post-Cold War period, US efforts to coerce other
states failed as often as they succeeded. In the coming
decades, the United States will face states that are more
capable and creative, willing to challenge its interests
and able to take advantage of missteps and
vulnerabilities. By using lessons derived from in-depth
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case studies and statistical analysis of an original
dataset of more than 100 coercive incidents in the postCold War era, this book generates insight into how the
US military can be used to achieve policy goals.
Specifically, it provides guidance about the ways in
which, and the conditions under which, the US armed
forces can work in concert with economic and diplomatic
elements of US power to create effective coercive
strategies. This book will be of interest to students of US
national security, US foreign policy, strategic studies and
International Relations in general.
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